PHILADELPHIA — William H. Bowen, listed in the Dallas City Directory under "singing," has acquired 99.6 per cent of the stock of Cameo Parkway Records, Inc., from Bernie Lowe, Cameo president. Lowe will be replaced by J. R. Griffeth, listed in the Dallas directory as an accountant. However, Bowen continued with the label as a composer and producer.

According to Stan Rubenstein, New York publicist representing Cameo Parkway, the purchase was made at this time "to satisfy Security and Exchange Commission requirements" and that Bowen wouldn't have come into the picture for a few days. He said that Bowen and Griffeth were in Philadelphia in New York the following day for further public relations statements.

Efforts to obtain more specific information about Bowen and Griffeth proved fruitless. The two men share the same Dallas phone number, but at 2:10 p.m. (EST) Thursday, the phone was off the hook. For an hour and a half, a spent official could be heard. However, Rubenstein said that the office secretary customarily leaves the phone off the hook when she goes out of the office.

No Response

Person-to-person calls to both Cago and Indianapolis; Arnold Scherzer of Fred Waring; and Mary Friday of the Johnson School Board, who was out to lunch.

**PREMIER TO CONTROL FIRM?**

NEW YORK — According to reliable sources, the purchase of Cameo Parkway stock by William H. Bowen is a prelude to the eventual takeover of the company by Premier Record. Repeated attempts to reach Premier Record president, were unsuccessful.
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The purchase was for an undisclosed cash sum.
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